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SUMMARY 

T 

The objective of the effort was to modify the M505A3 point detonating fuze to 
incorporate a time delay prior to detonating the 20mra M56 High Explosive 
Incendiary (HEX) projectiles. 

The delay method selected for examination and test under this contract was a 
combination of a heavier firing pin and an increased distance from firing pin 
to detonator.  Firing pins of aluminum, steel, and brass and fuze bodies of 
aluminum and steel were evaluated during the program. 

A series of gun launched tests were conducted to evaluate the modifications. 
Target material was 2024-T3 aluminum sheets of three thicknesses: 0.040, 
0.063, and 0.090 inch.  Impact velocities ranged from 1000 to 3650 ft/sec and 
obliquity angles ranged from zero (vertical) to 80 degrees. 

A total of 77 separate tests were conducted with standard and modified M505A3 
fuze body designs.  Sufficient hardware was fabricated to complete tests and 
provide contractual deliverables. Primary interest was directed toward a 
target thickness of 0.063 inch with an obliquity angle of 75 degrees.  Such a 
condition was believed to be most representative of anticipated actual target 
conditions. 

Following receipt of hardware to the latest design, tests were begun in early 
July 1974 on 0.063-inch targets, 0.017-inch-thick flange on brass firing pins, 
75-degree obliquity, and 2500 ft/sec muzzle velocities, using a 20mm Mann 
barrel located 151 feet from the target. 

A series of tests showed that target results appeared to be relatively inde- 
pendent of firing pin flange thicknesses of 0.017 to 0.035 inch or location 
of the firing pin, i.e., forward against the nose cap or rearward against the 
firing pin sleeve. Finally, Test 31 was conducted on 23 July 1974 when two rounds 
were fired without firing pins. Both functioned on target, and it was believed 
that the firing pin sleeve was causing initiation of the M57A1 detonator.  This 
proved not to be true in Test 35, which resulted in two rounds functioning 

without sleeve or firing pin. The detonator was then triple staked into posi- 
tion to eliminate the possibility of detonator set forward initiation on the 
firing pin entrance hole to the rotor cavity.  The triple staked detonator also 
functioned on the 0.063-inch target at 75-degree obliquity. The standard 
M505A3 fuze and GAU-7/A fuze were also tested against the same target condition 
to see if the observed function was peculiar only to the modified M505A3 fuze 
design. Both, however, functioned without firing pins. Of five GAU-7/A fuze 
designs fired without firing pin or sleeve, one resulted in a classic delay 
on target, i.e., good petalling rearward (toward the gun). 

Test 41 (75° obliquity on a 0.063-inch target) was then conducted with an 
inert standard M505A3 fuze without firing pin. The round was allowed to pass 
through the target and was then soft recovered in Celotex^.  Examination of 
the recovered round showed small aluminum pieces of the target imbedded 
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in the dummy detonator.  In fact, the impact of the target material was 
sufficiently hard to drive the dummy detonator rearward leaving an indenta- 
tion on the booster face. 

Five inert modified M505A3 fuzes fired in the same manner showed that the 
firing pin, although striking the detonator first, was driven by a piece of 
target material.  Thus, it was believed that the reason for no significant 
delay having been realized was because of a phenomenon of target mass flow 
into the fuze cavity.  Further, it was believed that the condition occurred 
only at high obliquity angles because a proper delay had already been 
achieved on vertical, or less severe graze angle targets. 

Several subsequent tests involved various attempts to slow the firing pin in 
spite of the additional target mass driving it rearward. Thise attempts 
included various energy absorbers in front of and around the pin.  None of 
these showed improvement in delay. 

A special steel firing pin (see Section 3.2, Figure 22) was made with 
breakaway undercut on the shank of the pin.  At impact, the shank breaks and 
the upper portion of this firing pin is expected to cover the firing pin 
sleeve to impede the flow of target mass into the firing pin sleeve.  In 

general, the design resulted in good target petalllng rearward ("banana peel" 
showed on about 50 percent of the shots). The improvement reinforced the 
theory that the basic cause of no delay at high obliquities was because of 
target mass inflow, and efforts were begun to design a cap for that purpose 
alone. 

Time remaining in the contract, however, was insufficient to redirect the 
overall fuze design,and it was decided to complete the program with target 
restrictions to be determined during final tests.  Five of the protector cap 
items were fabricated and tested on the last day of firing, 22 August 197A. 
With the protector cap, a standard 0.017-inch-thick brass pin produced ex- 
cellent delay shots on 0.063-inch targets set for 75-degree obliquity.  One 
round on 0.090-lnch-thick target at 75-degree obliquity produced partial 
delay.  Finally, the last round fired on 0.063-Inch vertical target produced 
an 8-inch delay. 

In conclusion, it is believed that the overall objective of a mechanical delay 
fuze system utilizing a heavier mass firing pin with added stroke has been 

shown to be feasible.  Ihe addition of a steel protector cap, unfortunately 
found too late in the program to be Incorporated int- the deliverable rounds, 
could be simplified to maintain present low cost of the modified M505A3 fuze 
design. 

For the fuze design that was prepared for shipment to the Air Force to achieve 
80 to 90 percent good target delay functioning, certain target restrictions 
are recommended based on final tests conducted. 

11 



1. Delay function can be achieved on 0.063-inch-thick aluminum 
targets up to a maximum obliquity angle of 55 degrees at 2500 ft/sec 
striking velocity.  Obliquity angles higher than 55 degrees will produce 
superquick function. 

2. Fuze function will occur on a O.OliO-inch-thick aluminum target 
at a mmmum muzzle velocity of 1,800 ft/sec. At a muzzle velocity less 
than 1800 ft/sec the fuze is not sensitive enough to function on this 
target. 

3. Delay function can be achieved on 0.0900-inch-t,hick aluminum 
targets up to a maximum obliquity angle of 20 degrees at 2500 ft/sec 

sSrqufcr^ct^n.0'11^1^ angleS ^ ^ 20 ^^ ^ ****** 

It should be noted that, in determining the recommended restrictions, all 

iore tZ6 COn^Clet T targetS ri«idly supported on three sides with no 
more than one foot between supports. Tests on targets using a different 
type of support may result in greater or less distance delay. 

ill 
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PREFACE 

This report documents work performed during the period April 1974 through 
September 1974 by Avco Government Products Group, Avco Systems Division, 
201 Lowell Street, Wilmington, Massachusetts, 01887, under contract F08635- 
74-C-0101. All of the fuze assembly and testing was performed at the Avco 
Ballistic Test Site, Connersville, Indiana. The program was sponsored by 
the Air Force Armament Laboratory with Major Stephen F. Moore and Mr. Allen 
H. Welle, Jr. (DLDG) as Project Engineers. 

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved for publication. 

FOR THE COMMANDER 

ALFRED 
Chief, Guns, 

, Jr., Colonel, U^AF 
Rockets & Explosives Division 

J 
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SECTION I 

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

The present 20mm M505A3 point detonating fuze is used with the M56 H£I pro- 
jectile for air-to-air combat.  It is desired to improve the effectiveness 
of this projectile against aircraft targets by Incorporating a time delay 
which enables the projectile to penetrate the aircraft skin prior to 
detonation. 

This effort required the design of modifications to the M505A3 fuze to achieve 
a delay function without modifying the rotor ball and booster.  Firing pin 
changes were appropriate, specifically changing the mass of the firing pin and 
increasing the distance the pin must travel prior to contacting the detonator. 
The shape of the resulting projectile must be compatible with the feed system 
of the M61 gun. 

The effort also required an assessment of the feasibility of using zirconium 
as a booster holder material to Increase the fire-start and fire-sustaining 
capabilities of the projectile. 

Specific technical requirements were cited in regard to fuze length, arming 
distance, gyroscopic stability, and functioning. A maximum length of 
1.2 inches between ogive point and interface shoulder was specified.  An 
arming distance between 5 and 50 meters, and a gyroscopic stability factor 
of at least 1.2 under a given firing condition were stated.  The functioning 
requirements were changed by contract amendment stipulating design goal to 
provide fuze function between 3 and 8 inches after penetration of an 0.063- 
inch aluminum plate at a 75-degree obliquity angle, and at 2500 +100 ft/sec. 
The amendment further stipulated that through testing the lower limit of im- 
pact velocity necessary for function against an 0.0A0-inch aluminum plate at 
75 degrees (or less), obliquity angle would be derived. All planned environ- 
mental tests were deleted and substitute gun-launched tests were added to 
achieve the fuze function goals. 



SECTION II 

ANALYSIS 

2.1  FUZE DESIGN 

Figures 1 and 2 compare the standard M505A3 fuze and the new modified M505A3 
fuze to illustrate interface relationships. The new fuze is about 0.3 inch 
longer and has a 2li. 5-degree conical ogive. When the new fuze is inserted in 
the standard M56 body, the common 0.671-inch diameter at ehe fuze base permits 
a relatively smooth contour blend.  Although the length of the resulting 
cartridge would be too long for automatic gun firing, the cartridge can 
readily be tested in a Mann barrel. 

The firing pin travel and fuze details are shown in Figure 2. The modified 
fuze has a metplat to shoulder distance of 1.2 incnes compared to 0.894 inch 
for the standard M505A3. Using a standard ball rotor and firing pin, the 
firing pin travel increases from a normal 0.12 Inch for the standard'to 
0.426 inch for the modified M505A3 fuze.  The firing pin was modified (by use 
of brass material) to the same dimensions as the standard aluminum pin to per- 
mit higher weight for greater delay. The hardened steel firing pin sleeve and 
the indicated clearance between the firing pin and sleeve have been found to 
be essential under the GAU-7/A program to achieve reliable functioning. 
Details of the new parts of the modified M505A3 fuze are in Appendix A. The 
detonator and booster assemblies are the same as the standard M505A3 fuze. 

2.2 FUZE ANALYSIS 

The analysis in this section examines the fuze function on normal and oblique 
impacts, and the stability of the standard M56 HEI projectile when used with 
the modified fuze. 

2.2.1 Fuze Function 

The sequence of events occurring at impact is shown in Figure 3. The fuzing 
function analysis considers the mass of the nose cap, firing pin, and target 
and assumes the following: 

1. The velocity reached by the firing pin is a result of a momentum ex- 
change with the target, the energy to shear the firing pin is assumed 
to be zero. 

2. The velocity of the firing pin will be constant after Impact of the 
target is completed. 

3. A portion of the mass of the nose cap will be considered as firing pin 
mass in the momentum exchange. 
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The masses to be considered during impact are constants — firing pin, nose 
cap, and target mass Intercepted during impact.  When the masses are treated 
as constants, the firing pin velocity after impact will be determined by the 
ratio of the mass before impact to the mass after impact.  The firing pin 
velocity will be a function of impact velocity, and the distance the shell 
travels before firing will be independent of shell velocity.  A high velocity 
impact will give a high firing pin velocity, but the projectile will penetrate 
further during the time that the firing pin is traveling to the detonator. 
This theory has been verified by analysis shown in Appendix B and GAU-7/A test 
data shown In Figure 4. 

During Impact with a 0.040-inch aluminum target, a quality Judgment is made to 
determine the mass intercepted by the nose cap.  The following sketch shows 
the target mass that is assumed to be accelerated. 

TARGET MASS 

* 

NOSE CAP 

For  the new fuze,   the effective nose cap weight  Is 394 x lO-6 pound and the 
firing pin weight  is 426 x  10~6 pound.    The firing pin travel is 0.426 inch. 
The distance the projectile  travels prior to detonation is: 

1 
S   .   AS     

m 
1 

1 

m- 

Where: 

S - Penetration distance 

AS- Firing pin travel distance (0.426 inch) 

mj= Mass before Impact 

tt^- Mass after Impact 

.14- 394 x 10  lb (cap) + 168 x 10"b lb (alum pin) = 562 x 10"6 lb 

m2m   mj + 31 x 10  lb (target mass) - 593 x 10"6 lb 

The derivation of this equation is provided in Appendix B. 

6 
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Then: 

S  ■    0.426 
J 

562 
8.1 in. 

As seen by the foregoing, the mass intercepted by the target is very critical 
because of its smallness compared to the mass of the firing pin Ind^effective 
nose cap mass. F cueuLxve 

brasl'nd'solv^fo'r0'  ITIS V* ****'^ ^^ the material   from a1-^-  «* Didss and  solve  for a new distance  to function: 
1 

0.426 

1 
898 

929 

12.8 in. 

This calculation shows how the fuze can be tuned.  In the foreeoine exaranle 

T ^r^n  no6 braSS firin8 pin lon^  to cut ^stance as we add Lngth'' By adding 0.09 inch to the length: «-engen. 

S = 0.336 
1170 

1201 

10.1 in. 

this^ase6 ^MriL^ ^ ^J I Chan8e ^ ***'  and flrin« ^  travel-  ^ 
nPf r!^:/ /^ 8 ?  ^raVel had a Sreater influence than mass to give a net reduction in function distance. 

Experience in the GAU-7/A program has shown that a steel sleeve around the 
tiring pin is necessary to promote reliable fuze operation esnerlpllv «t- h-ick 

Ä1.2Ä'  Thl8 BlrVe lB  8h0"n ta "^""and'ir^t a': „' e GAU-7/A configuration except for the sleeve length. 

fable * compares the penetration distance of the modified M505A3 fuze in 
ItTTn  f     th« fandard M505A3 fuze. Penetration is calculated at normal 
and 60 degrees obliquity impacts.  The effect of a light and heavy ^^1x1 
is also compared in Table 1. e.       avy txrxng pin 

TABLE 1. PROJECTILE PENETRATION DISTANCE 

Fuze 

Metplat 
to 

shoulder 
(Inches) 

Firing pin 
travel to 
detonator 
(Inches) 

Penetration in inch«« 
Normal impact 60-degree Obliquity 

Alum pin Brass pin Alum pin Brass pin 

M505A3 

Modified 
fuze 

0.894 

1.200 

0.120 

0.426 

2.3 

8.1 

3.6 

12.8 

1.5 

5.4 
■    ,.. . 

2.4 

8.5 
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The data indicates that for normal impact the modified M505A.3 fuze with the 
standard aluminum firing pin will achieve the desired 8-inch travel after im- 
pact, but for targets at 60 degrees obliquity the firing pin of brass is re- 
quired to achieve the 8-inch penetration. 

At an 80-degree obliquity angle the mass of the target is difficult to predict- 
however, penetration is not required in this case. Experience has shown that ' 
this type analysis indicates trends only and that actual firing is necessary 
to identify penetration distance.  For instance, Avco has performed this 
analysis and verified the penetration distance by actual test firings on the 
GAU-7/A program.  The test data is shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of target thickness and impact velocity on 
fuze function delay at 0-degree obliquity and indicates that a significant 
reduction in delay occurs as the target thickness or mass increases. As the 
obliquity angle increases, greater target mass is exposed to the fuze and the 
delay is further reduced. Figure 5 illustrates this effect of obliquity anele 
and target thickness on fuze function delay. 

The actual test results of the 25inm tests were compared with theoretical pre- 
dicted penetration and the ratio of actual/theoretical penetration was com- 
puted for target thickness. This is summarized in Table 2. The ratio was 
applied to the 20mm penetration predictions in Table 1,and corrected predictions 
were listed in Table 3. These predictions indicate about 1.3 inches improved 
penetration with the brass firing pin over the aluminum firing pin. 

2.2.2 Fuzg/Projectile Stability 

This section examines the stability of the modified fuze when used with the 
standard M56 HEI projectile. Gyroscopic and dynamic stability factors were 
computed at the muzzle for the proposed1 modified fuze design for an aircraft 
velocity of 500 KTAS. a muzzle velocity of 3800 feet per second, a muzzle exit 
twist of 25 calibers per revolution, under -40° F sea level atmospheric con- 
ditions. The computed stability factors for this configuration are presented 
in Table 4. Values of the characteristics used in the computations are listed 
in Table 5. 

When the new fuze, which is about 0.3 inch longer than the standard M505A3 
fuze is inserted in the standard M56 body, the common 0.671-inch diameter at 
the fuze base permits a relatively smooth contour blend. The aerodynamic co- 
efficients for this modified configuration were estimated using Reference I.« 

"Watt  R. M, and G. L. Wmchenbach. Free Flight Rangt- Tests of Blanked 4. 4-1/2 and B r.^iw RnH.oc 0f 
Hovolution with Secant Ogive, Tangent Ogive and Conical Nose Shapes. AEDC-TR-71 Ififi   
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TABLE 2.  GAU-7/A ACTUAL VERSUS THEORETICAL PENETRATION DISTANCE 

Impact 
velocity 
(ft/sec) 

Target 
thickness 
(inch) 

Angle of 
obliquity 
(degrees) 

Theoretical 
penetration 

(inch) 

Actual 
penetration 

(inch) 

Ratio 

Actual/theoretical 
penetration 
(percent) 

3900 0.040 0 12.3 8.2 67 

3900 0.08 o 6.5 4.0 60 

3900 0.120 0 4.5 2.8 62 

3900 0.040 30 10.7 5.0 47 

3900 0.040 60 6.5 2.8 43 

TABLE 3.    CORRECTED 20mm FUZE PENETRATION DISTANCE 

Firing pin 
material 

  

Aluminum 
target 

Theoretical 
penetration 

Corrected 
predicted penetration 

Aluminum 0.040/0° 8,1 5.4 

Brass 0.040/0° 12.8 8.6 

Aluminum 0.040/65° 5.4 2.3 

Brass 0.040/65° b.5 3.6 

TABLE 4.  ESTIMATED STABILITY FACTORS OF MODIFIED FUZE DESIGN 

Gyroscopic 
stability 

factor, Sg 

1.50 

Dynamic 
stability 
factor, Sd 

0.57 

Gyroscopic stability 
factor required 

Sg required 

1.23 
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TABLE 5,  VALUES OF CHARACTERISTICS USED IN 
STABILITY COMPUTATIONS 

Ch aracterlstic 

/radian 

%■ /radian 

C-D 

CMP 
1     2 

ß      radian 

(Cmq 

%■ 
/radian 

A, lb-in2 

B, lb-ln2 

P. lb/ft3 

d, In. 

V, ft/sec 

N, radian/sec 

ka. caliber 

kf caliber 

in, lb 

/radian 

2.77 

2.82 

0.23 

0.3 

-15. 

-0.01 

0.017A283 

0.1156870 

0.0994 

0.784 

4650 

14,620 

0.363 

0.936 

0.215 

The gyroscopic stability factor was computed as 1.50.    The dynamic stability 
factor was estimated as 0.57.    These estimates indicate that the proposed 

rZ\n    .T COUplf V±*h the 8tandard M56 body w111 have adequate stability. The equations used to determine the stability factors are as follows- 

v- 

sd • 

24 A2 N2 

ffBpd3V2C_ hyl 
(1) 

1 
-2 

2(CNa-CD) + (Tka (W«); 0 < Sd < 2 

-2 -2 
(2) 

JN. -cD-7kb WV*k* c, 
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... f 

.  -2 "2 1 
CN-(:n-Tkb   (Cm„^~m.)»ka   C,  - 0 

«' SH(2-SH) 

(3) 

(4) 

where 

Sg    ■ Gyroscopic stability factor 

sd    ■ Dynamic stability factor 

SgReq'd ■ Gyroscopic stability factor required for dynamic stability 

«8- 

-Na 

C, 

t 

A 

B 

P 

d 

V 

N 

Pitching moment derivative 

Normal force derivative 

Drag coefficient 

Magnus moment derivative based on (d/2V) 

Pitch damping derivative based on (d/2V) 

■ Roll damping derivative 

■ Polar moment of Inertia 

■ Transverse moment of Inertia 

■ Air density 

" Reference diameter 

* Velocity 

- Spin rate 

- Polar radius of gyration, /ÄÄnd* 

kb    - Transverse radius of gyration, yJc/mA2 

- Projectile weight m 

1/radian 

1/radian 

1/radian 

1/radian 

1/radian 

lb-in2 

lb-in2 

lb/ft3 

In. 

ft/sec 

radian/sec 

caliber 

caliber 

lb 

I 

■w 

——— maummtmi 
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During the analysis of the modified M505A3 fuze some of the parameters were 

for'the mod^f^r^OSA^ det!il!d ^^  The followln8 *•$**•  were measured tor the modified M505A3 fuze design: 

a. Total in-flight weight of fuze and projectile: 

Aluminum fuze body with brass firing pin, sample of five: 

1. 93.72 grams 
2. 94.33 grams 
3. 93.84 grams 
4. 93.96 grams 
5. 94.25 grams 

Steel fuze body with brass firing pin, sample of five: 

1. 105.38 grams 
2. 105.67 grams 
3. 106.07 grams 
4. 105.30 grams 
5. 105.84 grams 

b. The following average individual component weights in grams are given 
from a sample of ten each: 

Steel fuze body 19.67 
Aluminum fuze body 8.28 
Steel sleeve 0.98 
Nose cap 0.73 
Brass firing pin 0.25 
Aluminum firing pin 0.08 

The comparative drag and normal force coefficients in Table 6 were determined 
by analysis for the standard and two modified fuze shapes. 

TABLE 6. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT COMPARISON 

Standard M505A3 

Modified M505A3 with conical shape 

Modified M505A3 with ogive configuration 

0.316 

0.232 

"N 

0.048 

0.047 

3 I 0. 0.223 0.046 

The analysis was conducted by the three-dimensional method of characteristics 
with a digital computer program.  The comparison study was made to evaluate 
the aerodynamic performance that would result by increasing the fu/e length 
from 0.9 inch to 1.2 inches and decreasing the nose radius to 0.098 inch 
The standard M505A3 fuze was modeled as a sphere-cone followed by an ogive 
and thin conical sections.  The two modified M505A3 fuze configurations were 
straight cone and secant ogive.  The straight cone configuration had a 
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13-degree half-cone angle from tho 0 OQ« «« u 
1.2  inches from the nose tip      In  n'd!^    H T* ^^ back tü * P0^ 
the projectile body.     The secant og'vewass^^   COne ^^  then blend^  **« 
cones were blended with a S-Sch «SuT eXCept  the  13-and degree 

design was selected  for the modified fuze bL c°nfi8^atlon.     The conical 
ogive and It was easier to fabricate      Test wf        ^ "^ mUCh like the 

angle of  12.25 degrees rather thaTL l^urde"^:^?:«:1^ * ^^ 

XTJliiSr^L10; ^T^r^1**of the c°^ ^ fuZe 
as A in the table.  The yaw and nltch^ TT***!  lnertia' '" • i8 **  «ame 
equal and are listed as Hn ?abL 5     ' 0f lnertia' ^ and ^ • are 
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Test item:   Mod. nose cap (only) 

Test objective:     To determine force required to 
collapse nose cap. (0.062 would 
be the contact point with firing 
pin). 

Results:      No. 1 Required 460 pounds 
No. 2 Required 455 pounds 
No. 3 Required 475 pounds 
No. 4 Required 475 pounds 
No. 5 Required 465 pounds 

Average force required 466 pounds 

Rate of rise ■ 8,473 lb/in 

0.062 

tu 
U 
cc 
O u. 

5001b 

2501b 

Point of contact 
with firing pin 

0.02 0.04 0.06 

DISTANCE SCALE, inch 

0.08 0.10 

Figur* 13. FORCE REQUIRED TO COLLAPSE MODIFIED NOSE CAP 
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Test item;  Brass firing pin (w/o nose cap) 

Test objective: To determine shear force 
of shoulder 

Results: No. 1 at 160 pounds 
No. 2 at 150 pounds 
No. 3 at 135 pounds 
No. 4 at 150 pounds 
No. 5 at 150 pounds 

Average force 146 pounds 

0.02 0.04 

DISTANCE SCALE, inch 

0.06 

Figur« 14. FORCE TO SHEAR SHOULDER OF BRASS FIRING PIN 
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2501b 
UJ 
D 
g    1251b 

Test item: Aluminum firing pin (w/o nose cap) 

Test objective: To determine shear force 
of shoulder 

Results: No. 1 at 150 pounds 

No. 2 at 140 pounds 
No. 3 at 125 pounds 
No. 4 at 135 pounds 
No. 5 at 140 pounds 

Average force 138 pounds 

A 
0.02 0.04 

DISTANCE SCALE, inch 

0.06 

F*». IB. FORCE TO SHEAR SHOULDER OF ALUMINUM FIRING FIN 

, 
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CAMERA 

MICROFLASH 
UNIT 

BACKSTO? 
PLATE 

MUZZLE 

Figurt 17. TYPICAL TEST SETUP 

All targets were 2024-T3 aluminum cut to a l-foot-square size and rigidly 
clamped to a target holder located 151 feet from the muzzle. 

Muzzle velocities were measured by means of a muzzle coil and one or more 
lumiline screens.  All rounds were magnetized Just before firing.  Time 
intervals were measured with a Hewlett-Packard digital counter between the 
muzzle coil and lumiline screens. 

The microflash unit was used during early tests to photograph the projectile 
in flight to prove that the projectile had not functioned in the gun barrel. 
(See paragraph 3.2.4 for further discussion.) 

The first five tests were conducted at a range of 97.5 feet with the ball 
rotor epoxied in the armed position to ensure proper arming of the fuze. 
When it was ascertained that the fuze and projectile body were holding a true 
trajectory over all test velocities, the range was increased to Ul feet.  At 
this range the rotor was armed during flight and did not require any epoxy or 
staking in the armed position. 

Each round was directed toward a 2-inch-thick plate backstop set at an angle 
to direct fragments toward the ground as a safety measure. 

Function on the target was recorded by means of a 4 x 5 color Polaroid®picture 
that Included a calibration scale to determine distance behind the target 
at which the initiation event occurred. 
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In Tests 1 through 18 fuze delays were Indicated by booster detonation.  All 
subsequent tests used detonation of HEI M56A3 projectiles to indicate delay 
behind the target.  All fuze configurations used the M57A1 detonator except 
as noted in the Remarks column of Table 8. 

3.2.4 Brass Firing Pin — Maximum Acceleration 

Fifteen rounds were fired in Tests 1 and 4 to subject the new brass firing 
pins to maximum acceleration in the gun barrel.  Ten rounds were fired in 
Test 1 using M57A1 detonators and five rounds were fired in Test 4 using the 
more sensitive M47 detonator. All rounds rfere assembled with aluminum fuze 
bodies and empty M56A3 warhead bodies to provide a minimum in-flight or maxi- 
mum acceleration in the gun barrel. A cartridge charge of 40 grams of WC870 
propellant produced muzzle velocities that varied between 3601 and 3653 ft/sec. 

Microflash photographs of each projectile in both tests were taken as the 
projectile passed over a photocell trigger at a range of 35 feet from the gun 
barrel. The resulting Polaroid®pictures proved that the projectiles were 
intact and that the brass firing pin shoulder had not failed under setback 
loads. To prove that each round was capable of functioning, a Celotex® 
target was positioned 93 feet downrange.  Depth of penetration into the 
Celotex®before initiation of the booster was noted to vary between 2 and 
3-1/2 inches.  All rounds functioned. 

Test 6 was conducted to provide a comparison in Celotex®penetration of the 
standard M505A3 fuze with the modified fuze of Test 4. Depth of penetration 
of the standard fuze was noted to vary between 1/2 and 1-1/2 inches before 
initiation of the booster.  The modified fuze had an improved delay equivalent 
to an additional 1-1/2 to 2 inches in Celotex®. 

3.2.5 Function on 0.040-Inch-Thick Target at 0-degree Obliquity 

Tests 3, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, and 18 were conducted to measure function^, 
characteristics of the new fuze design against a thin vertical target at both 
1000 and 2500 ft/sec velocity levels. Inert rounds were used for these and 
all tests through Test 18.  Results of these initial tests are summarized by 
the following statements: 

a. At 1000 ft/sec, the modified fuze design, as shown in Figure ?, failed 
to sense a 0.040-inch-thick target. 

b. At 2500 ft/sec the design functioned consistently with an aluminum 
firing pin on 0.040-inch-thick targets. It provided a functioning 
delay between 6 and 13 inches. 

c. The brass firing pin did not function on 0.040-inch-thick vertical 
targets even at a velocity of 2500 ft/sec.  (Later tests with brass 
firing pins under these conditions, e.g.. Test 64, displayed very 
good delay.) 
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3.2.6 

The standard M505A3 fuze functioned consistently on 0.040-inch-thick 
targets at a velocity of 2500 ft/sec.  The delay in function, as ' 

measured with the same test setup previously described was practically 
negligible. K        ' 

Function on 0.040-inch-Thick Target at 80-degree Obliquity 

Tests 2, 3, 5 and 12 showed that the modified fuze design at 80-degree 
obliquity angle requires a velocity of 2500 ft/sec using the brass firing pin 
to function between 3-1/2 and 4 inches behind a 0.040-inch aluminum target 
As at 0 degree obliquity and at a velocity of 1000 ft/sec, the fuze did not 
adequately sense the target. 

3.2.7 Function on 0.090-inch-Thick Target at 0-degree Obliquity 

Tests 11, 15 and 16 were conducted against vertical 0.090-inch-thick targets 
Five test rounds using the brass firing pin showed an apparent delay at a 
velocity of 2500 ft/sec.  Two of the five rounds failed to function, however. 

Tests 15 and 16 showed that neither the standard M505A3 fuze nor the modified 
design with an aluminum firing pin resulted in a significant delay. Thus 
the added stroke of the firing pin in the new design is not sufficient by' 
itself to produce a warhead initiation delay after passing through a 0.090- 
inch-thick target. 

3.2.8 Function on 0.090-inch>Thick Target at 80-degree Obliquity 

Tests 7 and 17 showed that the modified M505A3 fuze design is capable of both 
penetration and function on 80-degree obliquity, 0.090-inch-thick targets. 
The tests clearly indicated that the brass and aluminum firing pins have 

sufficient energy to cause booster function.  The amount of delay was obscured 
because booster function was the only criterion during these tests. 

^•2.9 Fuze Delay and Steel and Aluminum Fuze Bodies 

During the first 18 tests, data was accumulated for a comparison of variables 
other than target thickness, impact velocity and obliquity angles and their 
effect on fuze delay. The data from the Initial tests was sorted and re- 
assembled in Table 9.  The effect of fuze body material on fuze delay was 

noted in tests on 0.040-inch-thick aluminum at 2500 ft/sec, 0-degree obliquity 
and 1000 ft/sec, 80-degree obliquity.  In this small segment of the tests the 
fuze body material did not appear to have any effect on the fuze delay. All 
tests subsequent to Test 18 were conducted with fuze bodies using the same 
steel material of the standard M505A3 fuze. 

3-2'10 Fuze Delay and Brass and Aluminum Firing Pins 

The data in Table 9 also provided an examination of the influence of brass 
and aluminum firing pins on fuze delay. Because the modified fuzes had the 
same dimensions, the heavier brass pin provided more delay, as expected. This 
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was clearly demonstrated against 0.090-Inch-thick target.  In Tests 7 and 11 
the brass pin resulted In an apparent delay causing detonation behind the 
target whereas the aluminum pHx in Tests 16 and 17 had no delay at all with 
detonation on the front surface.  This Indicated that the brass pin traveled 

inrtarg". e ^^ ^    ^  ^ ^ Wa8 noted agalnst'the O^l 

TABLE 9. SUMMARY OF FUZE RESPONSE DURING INITIAL TESTS 
OF MODIFIED M505A3 FUZE 

Test 
No. 

Aluminum 
Target Velocity 

(ft/sec) 
Obliquity 
(degrees) 

Detonator 

Aluminum Body Steel Body 

Alum. 
Pin 

Brass 
Pin 

Alum. 
Pin 

Brass 
Pin 

IM 
16 ( 

0.090 2500 0 M57 5 quick 3 delay* 
2 dud 

7( 
17( 0.090 2500 80 M57 4 quick 4 delay* 

1 quick 

U ( 
18 1 0.040 2500 0 M57 5 delay 5 duds 

10 f 
0.040 2500 0 M47 4 delay 5 dud 

12 0.040 2500 80 M57 3 delay 

!♦} 0.040 1000 0 M57 5 dud 1 delay 
2 dud 

1} 0.040 1000 80 M57 2 dud 2 dud 

5 0.040 1000 80 M47 4 dud 

| »Detonation Immediately behind target indicated by initiation of booster 

3.2.11 Fuze De lay and D etonators 

 J 

Most of the initial tests were conducted with the M57A1 detonators  A **» 
tes s „ere also made with the M47 detonator which has an all ^re level of 
12 in-oz compared to the M57A1 all fire of 112 in-oz. Because the M47 

tlTrT*  rrUlre8 l^8  ^"^ '" lniti^on. the firing P?n sJo^ld be able 
condS ^'oM^I8 J'6 fUZ!cm0re delay- C-P«lson tests werf conaucted with 0.040-Inch aluminum.  (See Table 9.) With an aluminum 
firing pin at a velocity of 2500 ft/sec and an obliquity of 0^^^ both 
detonators initiated and the fuze provided sufficient delay. At a ve^y low 
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velocity  and  high obliquity angle  (1000  ft/sec and  SQO)  with a  brass  flr1no 
pin,   the detonators did not Initiate      Tn  thi 0  i^^^ t  Drasf,  tiring 

could „„t  initiate under thLr^^uio'^'^thlr"0"     "" ""^  deCOnat0r 

3
"2'12     ^vestlgatlon on  0.063-and 0.090-lnch-Thlck Target 

in July  a  8erle8 of  tests were conducted   ^  evaluate  de modlfied 

v St a UL^t:
a!f ^o^^"  than 0-040  ^     ^e  series was  sJrtL ^ith 

"e  ts    9 ^d
C 0)       rll     'T" t**1™' 0-09* ™d 0.063-inch thicknesses 

round!    V       ,'J and  subsecluent   tests were conducted with live 
rounds.     Four  rounds were  fired   in each test      rw nf   ^ Z ] 
inch-thick did not  fnnrMnn      TV, the  rounds against  0.063- 
no  significant SL Ä      t^L?^!!"*  a.t  75-de8ree obliquity resulted  in 
configuration  changes  to^he  firlL?  Serie8 0f   teStS Were  cond-ted with 

The sLlder  tÄL^LS^Id^ T^rZU  To TZl * ^ delay- 

cre^s^r' rd thf cHrushup distance betwee: ^ ^:vP\^\i:T^rjii ^rc .SS45 ^Ä-Äjvsir'of the modifiL fuze 

arinfplns^t  S^^'^f^ ^ by teSti^ the ™™^ **** without 

73.degree ohllquUy^trorth^^nr^^d^ol 1^* ^ " 

with a  thick shoulder was  testpH  in  a PAH  7/A  C .,     .   ,     "'■^»a ixr^ng pin 
two of  the five rounds 7/A fUZe-     No delay was ^served in 

3,2,13    Target Mass in the Fuze Cavit^ 

UatloTZr^T ""! ""du"ed '» Jemine the cause of detonator im- 
iere ™s™bLd ^1 hZHS        a"0 "rlne '^     ^"^ and ^'^ «^SAI fuzea 
Kt ÄMÄ ^""nrpin ^l^relS'/"2' f^ "» ^ 'l°- 
tm. after aoft recover, ullZ^J^l l^llZ^T^^^ 
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inflow was not accounted for <„ M!. .t pr'dl"ed- In fact, target mass 
that would be a^dl/ä he^ fti^ ;i°\£hdiCtl0"8 " 'i" ^ 
21 ab», a Be,uentlal coLept oT^e'^t^afl'nf!«?"' 9tr0ke-    "^ 

open to correct the fuae deaign: possibilities were 

*:    ^flrlnrftr^er''6 flrlne Pln ^ '"«" »" «*»-«*«• ^rlng 

b- rj.r^r^^rsiJS.VÄ3*a cushi<>"1"8 

c. Stop or reduce the flow of target mass Into the firing pin sleeve. 

^ ÄäS"«Är3 r^u^£,tr rth the di"d— 
added energy on the 0.063-lnch ta«er.t 75 d«~ iS?'.  l0 comPe°M" »«r 

r-n^rnoT-^E ^^^^^^^ 

the design resulting in an derail "«ond*. W^*1 te8t8 ^ conducted with 
percent on 0.063.1n?h tar^s at  T-J« ^    8COre 0f aPP"xlmately 50 
with the previous score orlLoL^n8        obli<luity-    Comparing these results 

0.017-lnch.thlck brass firing pin flange      Furth^Lf'8 U8ln! the 0ri8lnal 

pin protector design would be accJm??!^  Fu"her effort toward a firing 
On this basis some work was Lc^^J    ^ * **,* non'^^ferring balls. 
In paragraph 3.2^5 accomplished,   the results of which are discussed 

3-2-14    Target Limitations and Final Testa 

Tbua.  fl„.l te.t. aSd 2S^ ^LI^JÄ ^^1^.^ 
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MwMMHamMiMM., 

0.325   0.010 

0.150   0.010 

0.025 

0.147-0.002 
DIA. 

0.107   0.003 
DIA. 

0.005 

Figur. 22. WITCHES HAT FIRING PIN 
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With a 0.017-inch-thick shoulder aa originally designed and shown In Ft.ure 23 
es s 6 through 73 were final tests conducted to determine the ItnJLt veloclt; 

0 S I'  rO^^incJ  I0'?40-1"0' ^^^ ^ the 0bliqUity ^Ä I gain  y 
^hL i^ J     ?  aluminum targets.  These tests utilized hardware originallv 
scheduled for environmental tests and also represented rounds to be fired as 
qua ity control or deliverable fuzes.  Because the fvze design wasthe same bv 
ana ogy as the standard M505A3 fuze, environmental extremes Sere of no seien-' 

euJi Vt]Ue'   f
Further' because a11 ^rdware was of the same fabrication 8roüp 

elxminatlon of repetitive tests provided the opportunity to obtain maxima 
information on the design with minimum expenditure of rounds 

During the final tests conducted in the latter part of August 1974. the 
following conclusions relative to recommended target condition restrictions 
were reached: »**«.*.*»«■ 

a. At muzzle velocity 2500 ft/sec and target: 0.063-inch thickness 
obliquity angle should not exceed 55 degrees to achieve a minimum 
delay function. 

b. At target thickness of O.OAO-inch and vertical Impact delay function 
will be achieved provided muzzle velocity does not go below 1800 ft/ 
sec. 

c At muzzle velocity 2500 ft/sec and target thickness of 0.090-inch 
an obliquity angle of 0 to 20 degrees is recommended to achieve fuze 
delay. 

d. The following functioning delay distances on vertical targets were 
measured using a muzzle velocity of 2500 ft/sec. 

Target Thickness 
(inch) 

0.040 

0.063 

0.090 

Approx Delay Distance 
(inch) 

8 to 12 

6 to 8 

2 

In the above, muzzle velocities quoted are based on measurement during the 
first 35 feet of travel after muzzle exit with target impact occurring 
151 feet from the muzzle. 

3,2,15 Results of Special Test to Restrict Target Mass Inflow 

In addition to the final tests discussed in the previous section, a secondary 
effort continued to design a steel cap which would allow the brass pin to 
perform its delay function in spite of the intrusion of target mass into the 
fuze cavity during low graze targets. 

This effort resulted In üesign and fabrication of eight steel, truncated 
cone-shaped protector caps for trial tests on 21 August 1974. The protector 
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